
    Emergency numbers to know: 
 

112 European emergency number 

15 SAMU 

18 SDIS (Firefighters) 

17 Police or Gendarmerie 
 

Town Hall 

Phone 04 68 39 40 13 

Emergency 07 68 81 20 82 (In case of disaster) 

Fax 09 72 44 40 62 

Email Bureau-maire@oms.fr 

Opening 
hours 

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 
Friday     9am to 12pm  

 

Useful websites : 
Services of Pyrénées-Orientales : 
https://www.oms.fr/risques/ 

To find out more about major risks 

https://www.georisques.gouv.fr/ 
For more information on fire risk prevention : 

http://www.prevention-66.com 
 

Alert in the municipality :  
     In the event of a major incident, the alert may be given by: 

- Siren and/or church bells for bush fire risk 
- Mobile loudspeaker message broadcasting (fixed by 

magnet on a car) 
- The Municipality, live messages for instructions : door 

to door, telephone (SMS) or by emails 
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS 
Evacuation : 
- Cut off all networks (gas, electricity, water) 
- Leave the accommodation with a bag containing essentials : shoes (no boots in the 

event of flooding), usual medication, glasses, important papers 
- Go to the assembly point defined by the authorities or announced during the 

evacuation instructions 
- In all cases, comply with the instructions received 
Confinement : 
- Take shelter in the nearest building 
- Close doors and windows, block gaps 
- Shut down any ventilation and air conditioning systems 
- Plug all the systems with an outside air intake with rags or wet cloths 
- In all cases, comply with the instructions received 
 

 

PRACTICAL REMINDERS 
Natural disasters 

As soon as a disaster occurs, any person has the possibility of 
asking the Town Hall for recognition of the state of natural disaster 
and must declare any damages to the insurance within 5 days 
following the incident. 
To be compensated for natural disasters: 
-the damaged goods must be covered by a contract insurance 
-the state of natural disaster must be recognized by an inter-
ministerial decree. 

 
Information for buyers and tenants 

With each sale or rental of real estate, the owner is required to 
inform the buyer or tenant of his property (built or unbuilt) of 
certain risks to which this property is exposed. A statement of risks 
must be formalized. 

 
Asian hornet nests 

The nest of these hornets is spherical in shape with a diameter of 
50 to 80 cm and are generally located high up… but not always. 
Their destruction must imperatively be carried out by professionals 
using a suitable insecticide and equipped with special full protective 
clothing. 
It is preferable to call on a private pest control company, the 
engagement of fire fighters must remain exceptional (proven lack 
of specialised companies or nest too difficult to access) 
The cost of this intervention is borne by the owner of the property 
where the nest is located. 

 

Heat wave   it’s very hot 
 the temperature does not drop at 
night 
 the phenomenon has been going on 
for several days 

How to react? 
- Drink plenty of water (at list 1.5 L a day), wet your skin several 
times a day 
- Do not consume alcohol, eat normally (fruits, vegetables, 
soup...) 
- Do not go out during the hottest hours, do not engage in intense 
physical activities 
- Keep the house cool by closing the shutters 
- Contact people around you to see how they are 
- For fragile people, spend a few hours in a cool air-conditioned 
place 

- Call 112 or 15 if someone is distressed or ill 
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 Mayor’s message 

 

 Dear Residents, 

The safety of the inhabitants of OMS is one of the 

 concerns of the municipal team. 

 This document is intended to inform you about the safety 

 instructions to be adopted to deal with any major risks 

 identified in our municipality. 

 Some practical information is also provided. I ask you to 

 carefully review this flyer and keep it safe. 

 In addition to this information, we are developing a 

 Communal Safeguard Plan (PCS) with the objective of 

 organising the town’s resources to manage the risks 

 identified. 

 The Town Hall has a document with information about 

 identified risks at your disposal. 

 I hope we never  have to apply these safety precaution 

 measures and wish you a good read. 

The Mayor 

Patrick GERICAULT 

 

https://www.georisques.gouv.fr/


Good reflexes when facing major risks 
 

                               Major risks : Phenomenon characterised by its low frequency and its enormous gravity. 
In case of a natural or technological disaster, as soon as the citizen has been notified, he/she must respect the following general instructions : 
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BEFORE DURING AFTER 

Prepare : 
- a pair of glasses (if necessary) 
- a torch (batteries to be checked) 
- a supply of drinking water 
- during a pre-alert for a possible evacuation, a 
bag containing first necessity items (urgent 
medication, identity and important documents, 
warm cloths, a little money) 
- Inquire at the Town Hall about the safeguard 
measures provided by the Communal Safeguard 
Plan 

- Immediately comply with the instructions received: evacuate or 
confine depending on the nature of the risk (see instructions in the 
following section) 
 

Listen to the radio 
France-Bleu Roussillon101.6 

For information on the 
evolution of the situation 

Do not go and pick up 
children from school 

Children are cared for by their 
teachers 

Do not call 
 

 
 
 

 
Except in case of vital 

necessity 
To free up lines for 
emergency services 

 

- listen to the radio 
- assess the damages 
and move away from 
dangerous areas 
- make yourself 
available to emergency 
services 

 

 

Bushfires 

BEFORE : Clear bush, maintain the surroundings of dwellings: Comply with 
the recommendations available on the prevention-66 website  
DURING : Comply with the instructions given by the authorities: 
evacuation or confinement 
If evacuation: Move away with your back to the wind, breath through a 
damp cloth. Go to the designated meeting area: Recreation room under 
the Town Hall (unless otherwise notified). 
 
If confined : if possible, spray shutters, doors, and windows with water. 
Stop ventilation. block gaps and seal the vents. Turn off the gas supply. 
Take refuge in the most appropriate room, remembering to take a torch, 
your phone, some water and if possible, a radio. Wait for help and/or new 
instructions. 

 

Snowfall 

- Find out about road conditions 
- Limit travel; stay at home as much as possible 
- Protect the pipes against freezing 
- Do not touch electrical wires that have fallen to the ground 

 

Storms – Strong winds 

- Limit travel: as much as possible, stay at home 
- Do not walk in the forest, do not take shelter under a tree 
- Do not touch electrical wires that have fallen to the ground 
- Do not work on a roof 
- During thunderstorms, do not use electrical appliances and telephones    
- Respect deviations put in place 

 

Rock falls – Landslide 

- Comply with the instructions given by the authorities 
- Respect the deviations put in place 
- Do not engage with or drive on a dangerous signposted road 
- If possible, go to a sheltered, undamaged room 
- Flee laterally ; move away from the point of collapse 

 

Floods – Excessive runoffs 

- Stay safe in non-floodable premises. Take refuge on an elevated point 
(upper floor, hill, etc.) 
- Do not go on a flooded road by car or on foot 
- Respect the deviations put in place (do not engage on fords, bridges) 
- Close openings - Turn off gas and electricity 
- Evacuate on the recommendation of local authorities or emergency 
services 

 

Industrial hazard – Toxic cloud – 
Transportation of hazardous material 

- Comply with the instructions given by the authorities : evacuation or 
confinement 
- No smoking, no flame, no sparks 
- If the toxic cloud spreads, move away in the direction perpendicular to 
the wind ; if possible, take shelter in the closest building 
- Close all openings and block gaps and vents 
- Turn off ventilation and air-conditioning 
 

 

Earthquake 

DURING : 
- Stay where you are, take shelter under solid furniture or against a load-
bearing wall. Avoid being close to electrical wires, trees, bridges, arches... 
- Do not light a flame (potential gas leak) 
AFTER : 
- Turn off gas and electricity ; no flame 
- Evacuate and move away from buildings. Go to an open area. Comply with 
the instructions given by authorities 

 

The Townhall currently has a directory of citizens’ email 

addresses. 

Vulnerable and isolated people are also identified. 

Do not hesitate to contact the reception to give your 

contact details. 

National / European emergency number: 112  
114 : (SMS or fax only) for people with hearing or 

speaking difficulties. 


